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Summary
The authors refers to the common fakctor oftotalistic and dependency system when she tries to
explain some changes, which associate with rehabilitative proces of society. She submits her
interpretation of the questionnaire results, which were gathered from the residential patients.
Ke y w o r d s: alcoholism - political system - dependency system - therapy- patients, attitudes
towards therapy and abstinence - professionals, attitudes

M. Frouzová: ALKOHOLISMUS V UDZRAVUJÍCIM SE
POLITICKÉM SYSTÉMU
Souhrn
Autorka ukazuje na spoločné faktory totalistického a dependentího systému v souvislosti s
pokusem objasnit nekteré zmeny provázející rehabilitační proces společností. Interpretuje v souvislosti s tímto procesem zmeny ve výsledcích dotazníkU získaných od pacientú pnjatých do ústavní
protialkoholní léčby v poslední ch létech. V záveru se zabýva zmenou postoje odborníkU v této oblasti.
K l í č o v á s l o v a: alkoholismus - politický systém - závislostní systém pacientú k léčbe a k abstinenci - postoje profesionálu

léčba

- postoje

Totalitarian political system resembles addictive system in many ways. There is a something enormously powerful in the center, which dictates our way of life. Most of the
strenght is given to the control but creates only illusion of control with gradually growing
paucity of real feed-back and consequent feeling of loneliness. Richness of perception
Pfedneseno na 36. Medzinárodním kongresu o závislosti na alkoholu ajiných drogách, Glasgow,
srpen 1992
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vanishes into tunnel vision and ends in black and white evaluation, with more and more
confussion. Denial with maintaining the facade of stability and respectability brings
projections and a paranoid atmosphere with plenty of interrogation in comunication.
Perfectionism with a selected and distorted memory does not enable people to take a real
responsibility. Instead of it, blame promotes process of eo-dependency; more nad more
people were members of communistic party without a full consciousness of what it really
meant. Negativism and contempt was the prevailing attitude. The system was based on fear.
They justified their acts by proclaming a new way of life.
All these features can be used for a description of an addictive as well as a totalitarian
system. One must ask what kind of role has dependency on drugs in such totalitarian system.
,You cannot do anything but drink in this system", we could hear from our patients, ,and
you try to stop our drinking because you colaborate with them." Abuse or dependency in
a role a passive resistance or even a fight against the totalitarian system was very expressive
and you can find it even in our literature of that time.
Now, after the revolution, society finds itself in a rehabilitative phase with bursts of
anger, untrust, insecurity and searching for another culprit responsible for present problems. There is a quick and large growth of many requirements from the outside with a

Table 1.

Department for alcoholics and drug-addicts
Prague 8 - 3 month after detoxification
Effectivityoftreatment - 1989, 1990, 1991

85

1989
accepted to the department
4 - improvement
14 - relaps
21 - abstmence
accomplished treatment

% of improvements

-
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Patient's attitude

Table 2.
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Ability to control drinking
Abstain ............ .
Need of help from others ..

... . . ..

Drinking problem ............. .
Questionnaires:
Control of drinking .......... .

1990-91-92
N =43; 84; 85

92 91

9o

4 . . . . 5 .... 6.t7t. . s.t9 .... lo .... lt .... l2 .... 13 .... 14 .... 15 .... 16

Malt (1. part) .................... .

Attitude towards abstinence

Index of predictability ...... .
(education, stability of
marriage, job, no prison)

feeling of entitlement these things to be fulfilled. This resembles an expansion of the
patient's ego with all confrontative processes around him. Looking for a position among
others reveals a lack of adequate assertive behavior with lack of ability to solve problems.
The political system tries to be more effective and as a result alcoholics are the first who
lose their jobs. Suddenly the wife doesn't get money from her alcoholic husband which
causes a confrontative situation in the family. This makes the husband accept treatment.
There si also a possibility to choose the treatment center which leads to a bigger
divergance of patients' interest among centers. Table 1 shows rapid rise in number ofpatients
accepted into three-month treatment after detoxification in a Prague treatment center. As
you can see, just one third of these people f~sh this residental phase. We do not know how
approximately l/4 of them get on afterwards but we do know that 40 % of them show
improvement. Because each patient fills out some questionnaires and scales at the beginning of treatment we can see how this group change after the revolution (Table 2).
Patients describe themselves as being more and more dependend and also report more
serious drinking problems. They are more demanding ofhelp from the others. Nevertheless,
index of predictability, which includes patient's education, stability of marriage, job and
no criminal records, also grows. Because their perceived ability to control drinking and
their attitude towards abstinence do not show change, we think that alcoholics meet with
more resistance around them wich causes a greater need to make a change, but they hesitate
to attempt abstinence. When we compare situations coonected with drinking (Table 3),
there si no real difference with one exception: people before treatment attempted personal
control over drinking more frequently in 1992 then in 1991, in agreement with our opinion,
that alcoholics were pressed more to do something about their drinking. If we observe the
most frequent drinking situations in patients' profiles, we see that prevalence of patients
are drinkers in social setting with good or bad emotions (Table 7), but outer social context
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Table 3.

Inventory of drinking situations (IDS-1 00)
1991 - N = 87 patients
1992 - N = 63 patients

Client profile
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Table 4.

Training course of psychotherapeutic techniques
for profesionalist from the field of addiction

Number of participants
78

62

participation
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Table 5

Trainig course of psychotherapeutic techniques for profesionals
from the field of addiction (96 participants - 5300 training hours)

CZECHS (lOO hours)

COURSE

(50 HOURS) SLOVAKS

Interest for private practive
21%

45%
Ex-addict in team

27%

6%

Proffesional growth
prevention relaps

transactional analysis

Usage for patients
thematic groups

thematic groups

Attractivity of form
lecture

practice of technique

Recomendation
more informal discussion

more of technique

Requirements in a profession
team work
more personal staff

better team work
now therapeutic centers

Worries
bad work of colleague

administration

Good feelings from
decrease of compulsory treatment
post-treatment activity

post-treatment activity
new treatment programs

Desire for:
more space and means
treatment results
valorization of work

team work
success at work

probably already spoils significantly pleasant emotions connected with drinking on comparison 1991 and 1992 (Table 6).
Summarizing the above stated facts and figures, alcoholics do not have such a good
time as they used to have and they are more willing to do something about it, at least
formally. They also require better care from the therapist. They are more critical in a
defensive sense but also in a constructive way to make treatment more affective. That makes
it more demanding on the therapists. Unfortunatelly, salaries in medical care are relatively
very low and many professionals have left this field. Those who have stayed began to look
for a higher standard of their care and are more willing to learn more and acquire therapeutic
skills. When we offered, tor instance, a six weekend training course of psychotherapeutic
techniques for addictionologists, we expected to have a rather small training group
according to our experience last year, but 78 applied and 62 professionalists actually
participated in this course in Bohemia (Table 4).
We also offerred a five day training course for 34 Slovak professionals. Both Czechs
and Slovaks filled out the questionnaire which shows us some interesting attitudes and facts
(Table 5).
Nearly one half of Czechs but not as many Slovaks consider opening a private practice.
The other interesting difference is that just 6 % of Czech but 27 % of Slovaks have an
ex-addict in their team. Slovaks are more likely to be forming teams whereas Czechs are
working on an improvement of existing teams. Slovaks are looking for extensive develop71
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Most frequent drinking situations (profiles)
Year 1991 and 1992 (IDS - 100)

Table 6.

100% = 149patients:r. 199186patients
r. 1992 63 patients

c=J
-

34%

unpleasant
emotions

3

Table 7.
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ment, Czechs are looking for a new quality. Slovaks are worried about the present economic
situation, Czech look more conceptionally to the future, realising the threats to this
professional field. A feeling of satisfaction regarding post-treatment activities in both
Czech and Slovak team members seems to indicate a better collaboration between patient
and therapist. Besause trainig course offered a scale of psychotherapeutic directions or
techniques, we can compare their atractiveness: Czechs liked an introduction into transactional analysis with a possibility of training, Slovaks preferred more the theory of relapse
prevention and lectures.
When we talk about enthusiasm among the core of addictionologists, we cannot say the
same about the others. We offered, for instance a wolkshop for general practitioners on the
topic ,,Early recognition of problem drinking," but only two doctors were interested. Our
public generally holds reserved attitudes towards any campaigns and so any preventive
efforts are minimally effective. The AA movement currently serves some function in
post-treatment. We do not have realiable epidemiological data after the revolution. The
drug-department of National Center for Health Promotion does not have enough financial
resources to cooperate efficiently on an international level, the same applies to non-governmental organization SODA which wants to promote a quick exchange of information
regarding drugs. It seems that the healing of the political system is more important now, as
if the financial resources for prevention will have to wait to the point when healing instead
of prevention will be needed.
Let me finish with an expression of feeling of all my colleagues. Healing an individual
in a society that is also in the process ofhealing is a lot more complicated than was expected.
Both patient and therapist must work much harder and they do so, because there is more
hope in front of them.
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